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A Letter from the
Editor
Well, friends, it’s been too long.
The past year has seen me binge on tapas in Spain, chase ducks in
Greece, and befriend castle guards in Prague. While the adventures
were abundant, my bank account was not…and eventually I had to go
back to work.
Now that I’m a big kid with a big kid job, it only seems fitting that
I resume my role as this country’s greatest culinary critic. This
long-awaited re-assumption of my throne is long overdue, and I
apologize for the extended absence.
Since I obviously must return in a fiery rainbow of blazing unicorn
majesty grandeur, the first issue back is about Hooters.
Yes, Hooters.
Hooters. The United States of the dining world. Low class. Toxic food.
And plenty of undereducated dumbasses with their heads buried in
the buttcrack of a cell phone.
Welcome back, Snobster. Welcome the FUCK back.
Obesely,
Anna
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Because Hooters literally brings nothing worthwhile to the table, this table is left empty. What
they do bring is disillusioned women who don’t mind having both ass and vagina wedgies all
day. So it only seems fitting that our table of contents includes that, and only that.
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SNOOBSTER GOES BOOBSTER
A bored waitress leaned on
the welcome podium, swiping
left on Tinder for nearly every unfortunate single she was
offered. The restaurant behind
her was outfitted in pine planks,
well-polished maple tables, and
plenty of sports-touting television screens.

some new oogles to
ogle, something that
you would expect at
a restaurant called
Hooters, whose uniform consists of tight
tank tops and booty
shorts.

Our particular washThe crowd was nonparticular,
board, Chanelle, took
varying from couples who are
over an hour to bring
clearly cheating on each other
out our world-fato male friends not tall or intermous wings. We ate
esting enough to score a comthem as we were
panion of the opposite sex. How
supposed to, but with
do I know this? Well, why else
no particular relish
I crossed out the H and made it look like they put a C, as in COOTERS. Which is only slightly
would they be at Hooters?
or desire, and every
more inappropriate than the restaurant’s real name.
plate was finished off
you explain that you probably got food poiYes. Snobster finally went to Hooters. We
with food still remaining.
soning from Hooters.
figured it was the only fitting restaurant for
It was an abysmal presentation, but Hooters
International Women’s Day, celebrated the
has never prided itself on its food, has it?
“Why were you at Hooters?” he will ask.
weekend of our gathering. Also, Danielle
the birthday girl selected it for her birthday “Well, for their world-famous wings!” You
I just wish the boobs had been better.
dinner, probably because she has astoundwill most likely not say.
ingly refined taste.
Admiral Lightning gives Hooters half an
Hooters is also world-famous for one other Admiral Lightning…but FIVE Admiral
Her refined taste led the Snobster foodies
thing…waitresses with big, supple, over-ex- Lightnings to birthday girl Danielle, who
to the anus of America’s restaurant scene,
WORKED it during her forced Hooters
posed breasts. Just round and ample and
where you can choose between fried chick- ready to be sucked dry by a fat little baby.
birthday dance!
en on a plate, or fried chicken on stale
lettuce. They also had Robitussin shooters,
Unfortunately, this Hooters is in Los Angeso…it all works out.
les, where the women who work as waitressHooters claims to be known for their wings,
but their wing sauces are nearly identical
to Bdub’s. Perhaps the only original thing
about their wings is their method of indicating a certain sauce’s heat level: They
denote the level of heat with little flames,
a subconscious nod to the firefighter EMT
that will wheel you in an ambulance while
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es are usually aspiring actresses or models.
In other words, they’re stick-skinny with no
curves to speak of. They did, however, all
sport quite impressive butts, which was a
nice distraction from their flat chests.
I felt disappointed, to say the least. Tired of
staring at my own boobs, I was hoping for

FIVE WAYS TO CELEBRATE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
This Snobster happened to take place over
the weekend of International Women’s
Day, a made-up holiday to distract us from
all the terrible gender inequality throughout this toxic patriarchy.

know she no longer has to vote--because
legally she can’t.

3. Cat-Calling: Let
women know they
are beautiful. WhisIn honor of only having to appreciate
tle at them, honk
women one day a year, we’re here to help
your cars while they
you celebrate the women in your life. Here
walk by, yell inapare five ways to show your women that
propriate things in
you care about them, appreciate them, and
Spanish...She is a
celebrate them:
gorgeous creature,
and the hard work
1. Breakfast in
she puts into her
Bed: Let your lady physical appearance should be rewarded.
cook you a deliLet her know that her looks are all that
cious four-course matter by telling her you’re proud of those
meal so that you
long hours she puts in at the gym, and you
can thank her for could care less about her college education.
all her hard work. Be sure to also cat-call other men’s women,
To make sure she too, because they will certainly appreciate
is comfortable, tell the extra attention. No woman can say no
her not to wear
to a man who whistles!
shoes while she
cooks. Her com4. Own Words: Step
fort is of utmost
up to the conversaimportance to you. What better way to
tion plate and speak
appreciate her cooking than to enjoy her
for your lady--litercooking...in bed...with no pants on...
ally. Tell her she no
longer has to worry
2. Voting Rights:
about being politiTake away the
cally correct, saying
stress and hasthe right thing, or
sle of politics by
piecing together
redacting her
difficult sentences.
voter registration. From now on, you will speak on her behalf,
The dirty grey
and communicate all of her thoughts to
world of bipartithe world. She will be so relieved that not
san agendas only only does she need to express her opinions,
gives her headshe doesn’t even have to HAVE opinions,
aches, so get that because she now has yours! Love is a wonextra weight off her shoulders and let her
derful thing!

5. Skinsation: Why
expose her sensitive
skin to the elements?
Buy your women a
full-body Z-suit,
robe, or Muslim
niqab to protect her
aging skin. No more
sunburn, chapping,
chafing, or razor
burn (she’s completely covered, so no
need to shave!). This
gesture tells your women that you worship
their body and want to protect it, while at
the same time stripping her individuality
and opportunity to express her personality
through fashion. She’ll thank you forever.
But the best way to show your women how
much you really value her? Make yourself
a Tinder profile so she can see how much
better you COULD do, but you choose to
be with her. Make sure to rub her face in
all the hote girls’ profiles who swipe right
for you. Because nothing says, “I love you”
quite like settling.
Happy International Women’s Day!
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SERIAL KILLING RANKED
MOST EXPENSIVE HOBBY

Give You
rK
Breast B id the
irthday
Ever!
Hooters is the #1 spot for children’s birthday parties! Call to book today! Reserve for a party of 10+
and you can choose one of our special Hooters
lactivities!!
-Breast Milk Chugging
-Pin the Nipple on the Areola
-Motorboat Rides
According to a new survey by the Pew
Research Center, the most expensive
hobby in America is no longer Making Quinoa Edible, as the crown now
belongs to Serial Killing. Due to the
spike in Serial Killing, murder sprees
have seen a decline in every state except
North Dakota, where they really have
nothing else to do anyway.
It seems the rise in cost of Serial Killing
is a direct result of the Social Media
glory most serial killers seek. In order
to showcase their hobby on all of Social
Media’s channels, the killers must budget for extra audio-visual equipment,
such as GoPros, for which they need an
estimated 97 different kinds of mounts,
because GoPros can’t just stand up on
their own. I mean, why should they be
practical and easy to use?
They shouldn’t, that’s why. They also
only have two buttons. TWO BUTTONS. FOR, LIKE, THREE HUNDRED FUNCTIONS. HOW AM I
SUPPOSED TO FIGURE THAT OUT?
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Serial Killers also face a loss of profits
due to the man hours it takes to watch
off of GoPro’s YouTube tutorials, because they can’t print a manual like a
normal product. Dexter Morgan spent
an average of 30 hours a week learning
how to properly operate his GoPro.
Had he been focusing on serial killing
instead of YouTube, he may have been
able to better deter the romantic comeons of his sister….gross. Come on, Deb.
We were all rooting for you.
According to Pew Research Center, they
expect a steady rise in Serial Killing
costs in 2015, because GoPro and Apple come out with a newer, better, more
expensive version of their product every
three to six months. Because so many
serial killers suffer from some form of
obsessive compulsive disorder, it is imperative they have the best and newest
products.
That being said, you can pretty much
guarantee that anyone waiting in line at
an Apple Store for that $10,000 watch is
definitely a serial killer.

BOOK TODAY! CALL 1-800-555-BOOB

MISSING: SERIES OF PLAY BALLS
“Please help me find my balls! I have
Lupus and need them to keep my circulation functioning properly withoutdoor activity. Without those balls,
my Lupus makes me sleepy. I think the
mean neighbor lady took them! PLEASE
HELP!!!!

LOS ANGELES WOMEN NAMED FOSTER MOM OF THE YEAR
Within two months, Catbert had
taken in seven more foster kids, and
encountered criticism regarding the
government payouts she was receiving as a result. “All of the money goes
toward Gogurt, Babysitter’s Clubs
books, and after school snacks. For
me,” Catbert assures. “But the kids
could benefit from those things as
well...If I ever let them out of the basement.”

Area women Danielle Catbert has
opened her heart and home to some
50-odd forgotten children of Metropolitan Los Angeles. She has also
opened her wallet to some of the
largest welfare checks the state has
ever cut.
But Catbert insists she is not mothering this children for the government money. “It’s for the things
I can buy with the government
money. Like cigarettes and nicotine patches--I use both at the same
time.”
The kind-hearted former producer
took in her first foster child May of
last year after the city prohibited her
from adopting any more cats. With Danielle Catbert (back row, far left) pictured here with some of her
her Unemployment compensation foster children.
maxed out, Catbert needed another form of income. And thus she foster parents: “Go for the
score the best drugs.”
discovered the parental welfare stipends.

Today, almost a year later, Catbert
has opened her basement door to 53,
sometimes 54, foster children. With
no limit on the amount of children
for which you can receive government
aid, Catbert does not see that number
going down anytime soon.
She does have some advice for future
teenagers--they always know where to

Interested in adoption? These are just a few of Catbert’s foster kids ready for permanent parents:

Jose: Jose came to this country in the

rectum of a therapy llama. Apart from the
llama, who died of internal bleeding and
trauma, Jose knew no one in this foreign
land. After joining a labor crew in Home
Depot, Jose spent his
first six months in
this country completing failed Pinterest projects for
white girls. Child
Services rescued
him from a Studio
City apartment where
he was turning furniture pallets into a
headboard. Danielle took particular interest in him after learning he had once
built a cat bed out of recycled wine bottles.

Astroloqui’Shondria’Sheai: Astroloqui’Shon- Jeanne: You may recog-

dria’Sheai, or Astro for short, is a 17-year-old
victim of the system. Given up as an infant by a
drug-addled mother, Astro has bounced from
foster home to foster home, unable to find anyone who truly appreciates her. Danielle is the
first Foster Mom to embrace Astro’s full beard
and mustache, an anomaly for a girl Astro’s
age, as the facial hair makes Astro look like a
30-year-old man. Danielle is amazed that Astro
never gets carded at liquor
stores, and has bonded
with her bearded daughter over the wine coolers
Astro buys for Danielle
at the Persian-owned
convenience mart on the
corner.

nize Jeanne’s long-sleeved
underwear and unattractive denim skirt
from the Duggar family--because she is in fact
a
Duggar! Parents Michelle and JoeBob never
noticed their 14th child wonder off, and
don’t seem to miss her one bit. Danielle is
thrilled to have Jeanne in her home, as the
brainwashed youngin’ knows how to make
laundry detergent from sawdust, and doesn’t
mind wearing clothes made from tablecloths. This little weirdo will probably end
up killing people in their sleep, but boy is
she cheap! You’d never have to buy laundry
detergent again, and she sure as hell ain’t
going to college. I mean, let’s be real.
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Fun for kiDS
Hey kids! This month we celebrate International Women’s Day, and there is no restaurant that honors women better
than Hooters. In fact, some of our world’s most influential pairs of ovaries once worked as Hooters girls, and often
cite the restaurant as the place where they found the confidence and self-worth to live up to their potential. Can you
guess these famous Hooters girls from the past? (Answers on bottom of page. There’s no way you can cheat because
we wrote them UPSIDE DOWN!)

3. This infamous model teased
Da Vinci with her coy smile,
and her sass was well-known
for hurting her tips at Hooters.

2. QUEEN ELIZABETH I

3. MONA LISA

4. AMELIA EARHART
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2. She may have played hard to
get as The Virgin Queen, but
this sassy redhead knew how
to put out when serving Hooters world-famous burgers.

4. She was flying high during
her day job, but she moonlighted as a Hooters girl...before she
crashed and disappeared.

1. HARRIET TUBMAN

1. This sexy mama is known
as the Moses of Her People--people who followed her
all the way to Hooters for some
good ole fashioned hot wings!

